
 

Proludic UK Subsidiary - Terms & Conditions 

Game Rules—participation free with Proludic purchase 

“Win a springer worth €500 ex VAT!” 

 

Everyone participating in the UK game must accept all the terms contained in these rules. 

1. Organising Company 
Proludic SAS, RC Tours B 347839193, SIRET: 347839193, with capital of €378,000, national data 
protection agency (CNIL) number 1296604 of 28/05/2008, is organising a game called, “Win a springer 
worth €500 ex VAT!” Entry is free with purchase. 

 

2. Features of the game “Win a springer worth €500 ex VAT!”  

 
2.1. Duration of the game 
The game called “Win a springer worth €500 ex VAT!”  will take place from 01 January 2018 to 31 
December 2018 to mark the 30th anniversary of Proludic. 
 
2.2. Game venue 
The game will take place simultaneously in the following 13 countries (Proludic subsidiaries and 
distributors): France, United Kingdom, Australia, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands and distributors.  
 
2.3. Game rules and designation of UK recipients 
At the end of each calendar quarter, a random drawing will take place of the supply orders (excluding 
orders for service or spare parts) recorded during the previous quarter within the Proludic UK 
subsidiary. The randomly drawn order numbers will determine the monthly winners of the game, each 
of whom will receive a springer worth €500 excluding VAT. 
 
3. Participation 
UK located participation in the game implies unconditional acceptance of these rules. 
 
3.1. Conditions of participation 
Each order (supply of play equipment) registered with Proludic UK subsidiary within the respective 
quarter will potentially be randomly drawn to win the prize of the quarter. The award is limited to one 
springer per customer per year. No contest entries will be considered outside of the dates specified in 
Article 2.1 above. 
 
3.2 Selecting and informing chosen recipients 
Winners will be selected by a random drawing held on the first business day of respective quarter 
following the registration of the order at Proludic UK subsidiary. Each random drawing will be carried 
out by 2 representatives of the relevant Proludic UK subsidiary, from among the order numbers 
confirmed during the previous quarter. 
The Proludic UK subsidiary will contact Winners by email within 10 days following the drawing. 
 
 
4. Prize 

A total of 156 springers will be offered in the context of the game “Win a springer worth €500 ex 
VAT!”. 
In each country listed under section 2.2, for each calendar month of 2018, a prize “springer” worth 
€500 excluding VAT based on reference J855, in the colour comet grey, on page 74 of the Proludic 
2018 Price List will be at stake. 
The prize awarded will necessarily include the product designated above without any possibility of 
substitution for other Proludic products. 
The prize includes only the provision of the product and does not include related services (preparatory 
work, installation, creation of a safety surface). 
The relevant Proludic subsidiary or distributor will contact the Winners by email and will inform them of 
the conditions under which they will receive their prize. 



 

The awarded prize is not transferable to third parties, nor may it be exchanged for other equipment, 
cash or other goods or services. The Winner may not in any way contest the award of the prize, nor 
the award of any equivalent cash value, nor its replacement or exchange for any reason whatsoever. 
The value of the prize indicated above corresponds to the public price excluding VAT that is currently 
applied or estimated on the date these rules were drafted. It is provided for informational purposes 
only and is subject to change. 
If the Winner expressly waives the benefit of the prize, the Organising Company will keep the prize 
and may re-award it by random drawing to another customer from the same month without any liability 
on the part of the Organising Company. 
Neither the description of the prize nor the name of the Winner will be sent by post. 
 
5. Advertising and promotional events 
The Winner authorises in advance the Organising Company of this contest to use his or her name and 
image for promotional purposes related to the game, on any medium, without this use conferring any 
right, compensation or advantage other than the award of the prize. In particular, the Winner agrees 
with having his or her name or image posted clearly on the web site of the Organising Company. 
The Winner may contest such use in writing by addressing the Organising Company within 5 days of 
the award of the prize. 
 
6. Data collected 
In accordance with Article 27 of the French Data Protection Act of 6 January 1978, as amended by the 
law of 6 August 2004, a right to access, correct or delete data may be exercised at any time in writing 
by contacting: Proludic – 181 rue des entrepreneurs - 37210 Vouvray FRANCE 
 
7. Claims 
Any claims must be made in writing and include the name of the customer and the first and last name 
and complete address of the contact person within a maximum of two weeks after the closing date of 
the game. 
No claims will be considered after this period. 
 
8. Exclusion of liability 
The Organising Company may not be held liable if it cancels, shortens or extends the random drawing 
for reasons of justified necessity. 
 
9. Applicable law and interpretation 
These rules of the game “Win a springer worth €500 ex VAT!” are governed by French law. 
 
10. Filing and consultation of the rules 
These rules may be consulted on the Proludic web site  http://www.proludic.fr or are available by 
written request (postage reimbursed upon joint request based on the second-class rate in effect) at the 
game address: Proludic – Jeu gratuit – 181 rue des entrepreneurs– 37210 Vouvray FRANCE. 
Any disputes related to cases not covered by these rules will be decided by the organisers of the 
game and their decision will be final. Participation in this game constitutes full acceptance of these 
rules. 
 

http://www.proludic.fr/

